IntelliJ IDEA 2016.3 163.3983.4 Release Notes
No subsystem

Feature

IDEA-97844

Bug

IDEA-131012 Support "delete word left" command in quick search

Bug

IDEA-158690 QuickDocs no longer working

Usability

IDEA-126373 File Structure could have less indenting

Bug

IDEA-160655 Inspection profile settings - empty line in Profile list after Resetting settings

Bug

IDEA-160657 Inspection profile settings - cannot apply changes right after rename
inspection profile

Exception

IDEA-160668 Inspection profile settings - NPE after importing inspection settings

Bug

IDEA-160426 Export of Code Style does not include JavaDoc configurations

Bug

IDEA-160389 Manage Code style setting | Copy to project doesn't update settings editor
until settings dialog is reopened

Code Navigation

Bug

IDEA-160567 "Navigate to next highlighted error" is broken

Debugger

Bug

IDEA-160411 this is flooding idea logs without any ide notification

Bug

IDEA-70913

Bug

IDEA-160646 External Diff Tool: file extension is empty for files with unknown file types

Bug

IDEA-147700 Diff view opens new window in smallest window possible only showing close,
min, max buttons

Usability

IDEA-141671 Filenames used in external merge are not immediately self-documenting

Docker

Bug

IDEA-160664 Docker plugin doesn't work due to changes in build scripts

Documentation

Bug

IDEA-159919 Reversed Help topics in Tools | Database

Editor. Editing
Text

Bug

IDEA-159777 ObjectNotDisposedException on project close with opened evaluate window

Exception

IDEA-160596 Transaction assertion from daemon createPasses

Exception

IDEA-160466 Throwable at
com.intellij.openapi.editor.impl.SoftWrapModelImpl.getRegisteredSoftWraps

Editor. Error
Highlighting

Usability

IDEA-160408 Quote not recognized as an end to String

File System

Bug

IDEA-160580 When symlink target changes to another with different content but the same
length, content is not reloaded

GWT

Feature

IDEA-81131

Groovy

Feature

IDEA-141131 Support for groovy's @SelfType

Bug

IDEA-160289 Groovy Spock method tests in single quotes does not recognized as runable

IDE Configuration

Usability

IDEA-160418 Settings search: don't start search when only 1 character was typed

Java. Error
Highlighting

Bug

IDEA-160495 Adding a new severity completely breaks the editor

Java. Refactoring

Bug

IDEA-159957 Type Migration to Void has problem with simple if

Bug

IDEA-160679 IDE freezed on attempt to invoke "inline parameter" in JDK sources

Feature

IDEA-160442 Warn about excessive use of collectors

Feature

IDEA-160784 Migration to Stream API: replace with Stream.count() when possible

Bug

IDEA-160484 Unused declarations inspection - doesn't show unused field right away.

Code Analysis.
Inspection

Code Formatting
and Code Style

Diff_Merge

Java.Inspections

Resource bundle should be associated to file even written in constant

smart step into should not propose methods from both branches in
conditional expressions

Disable GWT code inspection "Class is not present in JRE emulation library" if
class is in super source path

Bug

IDEA-160530 Unused declarations inspection redesign - ignore call from tests doesn't work
properly with methods/fields

Bug

IDEA-160637 Stream API migration: support map and flatMap steps

Bug

IDEA-160599 False positive "Java | Code style issues | Control flow statement without
braces" for "else if"

Bug

IDEA-160298 Unused declarations inspection redesign - grouping in tool window affects
showed problem

Bug

IDEA-160808 Unused declarations inspection redesign - not consistent representation of EP

Bug

IDEA-160807 Unused declarations inspection redesign - '*' wildcard seems not working

Bug

IDEA-160280 "Remove boxing" quickfix produces incorrect code

Bug

IDEA-160707 Stream API migration: support object arrays

Usability

IDEA-160537 Unused declarations inspection - conflicting mnemonics when 'Run inspection
by name'

Usability

IDEA-160300 Unused declarations inspection redesign - unused parameter node also
contains quifixes for method

Cosmetics IDEA-160799 Unused declarations inspection redesign - big gap in 'Run inspection by
name' dialog
Exception

IDEA-160735 Throwable after adding two custom severities, completing analysis and
editing

Bug

IDEA-160738 Update and restart fails after patch is applied with "Patch update is not
supported"

Usability

IDEA-160700 Allow users to update via patch even if restarting isn't supported

Project
Configuration

Bug

IDEA-150380 Import Project does not allow importing web project if Java sources are found
under node_modules

Settings
Repository

Bug

IDEA-160565 Do not accept your login and password by Atlassian for bitbucket.org

Bug

IDEA-160367 Settings Repository: login dialog should get focus when appears

Spring

Bug

IDEA-160521 Spring Initializr: validate artifactId value; no need to make 'name' the
low-case version of 'artifact'; application class should be named after artifact

Task Management

Bug

IDEA-160379 "Share URL" functionality of task repositories has stopped working

Terminal

Bug

IDEA-114126 terminal tab launches a login shell

User Interface

Bug

IDEA-160588 Transaction assertion from Swing lightweight request processing

Bug

IDEA-145132 Esc while editing push target closes the push dialog

Bug

IDEA-160800 Decompiler progress shown under AWT lock leads to deadlock

Bug

IDEA-158157 Vcs Log: some nodes in tree are not selectable during speedsearch

Bug

IDEA-158554 Unversioned file is moved to wrong change list

Version Control.
Git

Bug

IDEA-159283 Unversioned files dialog is not refreshed after changes made from this dialog

Version Control.
Subversion

Bug

IDEA-160693 Active windows could be not showing

No subsystem

Bug

WEB-21827

Understand jsnext:main field in package.json

Bug

WEB-15602

Ctrl + F11 does not re-run app

Task

WEB-22183

Enable 'var' used instead of 'let' or 'const' inspection

Build tools

Bug

WEB-22859

Restart task from Task run window (Alt+F11)

File Watchers

Feature

WEB-13633

Do not run multiple File Watchers in parallel if FW settings are
file-independent

Packaging and
Installation

Version Control

JavaScript

Bug

WEB-23051

'use strict' statement breaks flow highlighting

Bug

WEB-18593

Broken hint and autocomlete for destructured parameters

Bug

WEB-23036

ES intention "Convert anonymous function to arrow function": wrong result

Bug

WEB-23016

Flow: disable Suppress for statement in Inspection results

Bug

WEB-16923

Javascript: Cannot jump to declarations of destructured variables

Bug

WEB-22998

ES6 Destructuring in require statement completely broken

Cosmetics WEB-23101

Flow errors tool window: improve UI

Bug

WEB-23128

No navigation to html template

Bug

WEB-22675

angular-ui-router: turn off diagram for Angular2 project

JavaScript.
Inspections

Bug

WEB-22642

Convert to let/const inspection messes up the comments

JavaScript.
Refactoring

Bug

WEB-22611

Shorthand property inline adds no key

Node.js

Bug

WEB-23053

Node remote interpreter: Docker: can't open /opt/project/start.sh error
prevents session rerun

Bug

WEB-23093

Node Remote Interpreter: Docker: cannot build image on Unix

Bug

WEB-23009

File .idea/jsLibraryMappings.xml is created automatically when opening a
new project with node_modules

JavaScript.
Frameworks

Cosmetics WEB-22719

Node remote interpreter: Docker: correct error message when server is not
selected

Profiling

Bug

WEB-23108

V8 CPU Profiling/flame charts: obviously wrong information

Unit Tests

Bug

WEB-23084

Karma stacktrace not clickable after updating to karma 1.2.0

Bug

WEB-23057

Mocha run configuration can't be created/run from file right-click menu

spy-js

Usability

WEB-16580

index.js files should be shown by the package name for node spy

Data Viewer

Feature

DBE-2950

Ability to edit multiple rows at the same time

Bug

DBE-3091

Export data from data view action exports only first page

Bug

DBE-3076

Database's datagrid shows only one row when the table has more than one
row

Bug

DBE-2623

Data Results tab does not take focus after select all. Pressing ctrl-c
afterwards copies the query text, instead of the data results

Bug

DBE-2962

Successive semicolons give syntax error

Bug

DBE-3054

DataGrip cannot resolve db objects in sql file

SQL Editing

